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THE OPENING

On June 1st, the 27th edition of the Varna Summer International Theatre Festival was ofﬁcially opened on the stage of
Drama Theater in Varna. On behalf of its organizer, Via Fest
Foundation, Tsvetana Maneva and Nikolay Iordanov thanked their partners and the audience, which has consistently
given meaning to the existence of the festival over the years.

The mayor of Varna, Ivan Portnich, announced on the stage
that three major Bulgarian actors, who have contributed to
the theater life in the city – Stefan Mavrodiev, Iriney Konstantinov and Vladimir Penev, will be awarded honorary
plaques by the mayor on the occasion of their anniversaries.
Elyanka Mihaylova, Director of the Performing Arts and Art
Education Directorate at the Ministry of Culture, read a
greeting address from Minister Boil Banov. "One third of the
history of the Varna theater is connected to the Varna
Summer International Theater Festival, which has always set
a high benchmark", said Daniela Dimova, director of the
Theater and Music Producing Center in Varna, main festival
venue. She reminded the audience that the Drama Theater
is anticipating and preparing for the celebration of its 100th
anniversary in 2021. The artistic director of the host theater
Veselina Mihalkova also wished 'Good Luck' to the festival.
The festival was opened with the performance “An Attempt
at Flying” of the National Theater, and afterwards the artists
from the Fire Theatre Mime Company created a fairy-tale
atmosphere in the central square of the city with the light
street show “The Night of White Horses”.
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01/02.06 Main Stage

STOYAN RADEV, DIRECTOR

The Festival's Director NIKOLAY IORDANOV and coordinator
in chief ASEN TERZIEV on the highlights of 27th edition
of the Varna Summer International Theater Festival.

AN ATTEMPT AT FLYING
National Theater

It is 90 years since Yordan Radichkov's birth. With no doubt
he is one of the most original and signiﬁcant Bulgarian
playwrights and novelists. What do you think is the contribution of this author to the theater?
Theater people anywhere, anytime, can work with the masterpieces of world dramaturgy. When we here in Bulgaria go
for one of Radichkov's plays, we do not choose a text with a
local importance, instead we take advantage of the opportunity to resort to the world literary heritage. We have this
privilege. To put it simply, just like in the end of Yordan Yovkov's, another important Bulgarian writer, story "Drugocellec", looking into the horse's big eye, you see the stars' rays
shining in it.
“An Attempt at Flying” was written 40 years ago, during
which time society has undergone changes. How does a
contemporary director approach this play?
A text of this type is positioned so high and forward that it

THE NIGHT OF WHITE HORSES
Fire Theatre

01.06 Nezavisimost Sq.

01.06 Main Stage

The motto of this year's edition of the festival is "Interfusing Theatre Realities". What is the message behind this
motto?
N.I.: The motto aims to propose structural principles to a
very complex programme consisting of different modules.
We see different notions of theatricality, different theatrical
forms, strategies applied to the stage. This is how we came
to the motto this year. This is the formula applied to most of
the editions of the festival so far. The festival is a mosaic of
differences, and perhaps this is its most precious quality.

always seems distant and needs to be reached. Whatever
change has occurred in society, it has not gone beyond the
horizon of the ﬂight, and continues to contemplate it – to be
afraid of it and to long for it.
The performance stands out with the striking distinctiveness of the characters in the play. How did you approach
the roles distribution?
I tried to look for a direct relationship between the actor and
the character in terms of human plausibility. My goal was
within an unavoidable theatrical conditionality to reveal the
real story of real people. I believe that Radichkov's world, for
all its speciﬁcity and fantasies, is our world – the way we live
it every day. The point is to open the eyes and ears and to
make dreams start talking.
Interview by Lyubomir Parushev

What lines would you highlight in the Bulgarian selection?
N.I.: The author Yordan Radichkov is presented with three of
his works to mark the two anniversaries associated with him:
90 years since his birth, and 15 years since his demise.
Therefore, the National Theater has staged “An Attempt at
Flying”, while the Sfumato Theater Laboratory has staged
another two of Radichkov's works in the “Noah's Ark”
programme. This coincides with Sfumato's 30th anniversary,
on the occasion of which we are organizing a special
conference. We present also a staging of “Nirvana”, a play by
Konstantin Iliev. We strive to highlight authors who have
contributed to the development of Bulgarian drama. No
doubt, in order for such productions to be selected, they
need to have the necessary qualities and we are glad to have
such worthy performances that we can present to the
audience.
For yet another year you continue the cooperation with
the Varna Summer Music Festival. What are the highlights
of the Intermezzo programme?
N.I.: We continue the tradition of screenings in the frame of
Metropolitan Opera Live from New York: this year we show
“Aida” by Verdi starring Anna Netrebko. We present Georgi
Toshev's documentary about the world-famous soprano
Sonya Yoncheva. The new events are two very large projects.
One is the concert of the Jazz Orchestra of the worldrenowned Royal Concertgebouw, Amsterdam, which
together with the jazz singer Madeline Bell will give a
concert dedicated to Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder. This is
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the ﬁrst time such this orchestra has been showcased in
Bulgaria, and it undoubtedly deserves the attention of music
lovers. The other project is interdisciplinary and combines
silent cinema (the iconic ﬁlm “La Belle Nivernaise”), the
François Raulin jazz trio from France and the Great Bulgarian
Voices choir. This is also an important project creating a
stage performance from art forms that otherwise exist
separately. We are glad that we are doing the Intermezzo
programme in cooperation with colleagues from the music
festival.
The apex of the international programme is “Macbettu” by
director Alessandro Serra, who won some of the most important theatre awards in Italy, as well as the ﬁrst visit of a
stage performance by the Belgian multitalented artist Jan
Fabre – “The Generosity of Dorcas”. Why is it important
that they be presented to the Bulgarian audiences?
N.I.: The International Programme is the result of our quests,
but it also depends on the opportunity to present a certain
project within the festival. It turned out that “The Generosity of Dorcas” could be included in the programme at a
short notice. The performance is a hybrid between an ecstatic dance and an installation, which is very intriguing. This is
an interdisciplinary project of the kind we always try to
program.
A.T.: The connection I ﬁnd between Serra and Fabre is their
endeavor to make sure that the performance that happens
here and now brings us back in time. This is without doubt

the main power of theater. Jan Fabre tries to translate
experiences from antiquity into a language that can be
understood by the modern man: the feeling of a tragic,
ecstatic experience that comes from ancient Greek rituals
and religious experiences. Alessandro Serra's approach is
different – in a sense, he rewrites Shakespeare's “Macbeth”
by linking it to the performative tradition, which is very
interesting. He explores the ritual culture and beliefs of the
island of Sardinia where the theatre company comes from.
The meaning of the rites is ritual puriﬁcation from evil. Serra
has decided to read Shakespeare's most brutal and dark
tragedy exactly through these codes.

DESSISLAVA GEORGIEVA, FESTIVALS AND PROJECTS DEPARTMENT,
VARNA MUNICIPALITY
What is the main direction in the development of Varna
Municipality's cultural policy regarding the festivals held in
the city?
Varna is the festival city – this is visible to everyone. There are
festivals going on from March till the end of the year. I think
that through its Fund for Support of Festivals and Creative
Projects, the so-calld Culture Fund, Varna Municipality gives
the opportunity for good ideas and projects to come to life
in the city. By way of an example I can mention the fact that
this year the Varna Summer International Music Festival will
have its 93rd edition. I think this fact speaks for itself.

Why is it so important to achieve such diversity in the
festival's programme?
N.I.: It is important for audiences to expand but also to mix.
That is, a traditional audience can see new theatrical forms
and vice versa – spectators who prefer alternative aesthetic
milieus can see powerful traditional productions; there has
to be a dialogue between them, to ﬁnd intersections. This is
actually important for spectators, as well as for the creators
themselves and for the people who observe and comment
on the development of the theater from their own perspective. Therefore, our efforts are aimed in this direction
and they have formed the festival's aesthetic proﬁle over the
years.
Interview by Siyana Nedialkova

This year, again, the Intermezzo Programme is the result of
the cooperation between the Music Festival and the Varna
Summer ITF. How do you think this cooperation promotes
the development of both forums?
I think creating this common programme was a logical
process. Naturally, the two biggest festivals in Bulgaria were
to join forces to show the audience shows, concerts and
performances in a way that only two such powerful cultural
organizations could do. The tendency is for festivals to
become increasingly multi-genre. Thanks to this development of the audience's demands, we manage to select
projects that are between theater, music and visual arts. This
year Intermezzo offers a colorful palette that provides
something for every taste. I think that in the future it will
develop further.
Interview by Lyubomir Parushev

BULGARIAN SELECTION
WE DISCOVERED SOMETHING DEEPLY PERSONAL IN THE PLAY
02.06 Puppet Theater

MAXIMA BOEVA, DIRECTOR
NIRVANA
Drama and Puppet Theater – Shumen

In what way did the play Nirvana by Konstantin Iliev
attract you? How did you approach the conflict between
the Man and the Woman that is embedded in the play?
The play combines in itself the documentary and the fiction,
and such aesthetics has always intrigued me. In the text I
discovered issues that excited me or that I recognized as my
own and wanted to talk about them through my perspective. I believe I'm not alone in this  Nirvana is one of the
most performed Bulgarian plays. For me, the main theme is
the obsession and fixation, which replace love. These two
people once loved each other, but now they cling together
and suffocate one another. Otherwise, I approached the
production in the same way I tackle everything else I do:
through analysis and intuition.
You started your work on the play as a graduation project
at the Theater Academy. What road did the production go
before coming on the professional stage?
The process was long and difficult, but on the other hand it
was gratifying. Everyone in the team wanted at that
moment to go about the play in exactly the same way, which
happens very rarely. The actors found something deeply
personal in the play and so did the production team.

PARALLEL
PROGRAMME
SOMETHING LIKE
A PSYCHEDELIC DREAM
MARCOS CASTRO AND CELIA PORTUGAL DIAZ
THE WIND GARDEN
Cal Y Canto Teatro – Spain

We had to deal with many obstacles, including technical
ones. Boris Dalchev had invented a mechanism in the scenography which could not be implemented on the school
scene. However, the two of us were so convinced that this
was the right decision that we managed to do it ourselves,
even though we had no idea how and we had never done
such a thing before: reels, weights, ropes, the mechanism
went askew But in the end we were so happy!
The production received a number of awards and
nominations. What is your personal achievement in it?
We all learned during the process and got a lot of skills organizational, technical and artistic, of course. I'm glad we
obviously did well and our experienced colleagues honored
our work at several festivals. If I have to point out a personal
achievement, it is that I did not give up at any point and I did
not let go despite the difficulties. It took a lot of hard work
and perseverance so that this production could leave the
school scene and find its home at the Shumen theater. This
achievement, however, is not only mine, the whole team has
to take credit for it. They believe in the show and continue to
work on it.
Interview by Rumyana Mollova

03.06 Nezavisimost Sq.

What was the inspiration for your street performance “The
Wind Garden”?
M. C.: In the beginning, we were inspired by the surrealist
paintings of Salvador Dali. But later on, in order to recreate
these surrealistic worlds, we introduced the kites and aerial
sculptures. Аerial elements have not been used that much in
the street theatre, it is something new. I think that it is a
surprise for the audience when they can see all these
artifacts and elements above their heads.
C.P.D.: Indeed, we started using the paintings of this famous
Spanish painter as an inspiration. But then we started
introducing different forms inspired by nature, such as
plants-like and insects-like forms. We wanted to create
something like different aerial animal families and a
performance that puts together art, work with kites and
aerial sculptures. The spectators are used to watch a
performance only in one line, but we give them different
perspectives and create worlds that are situated on
different levels.
How would you describe the principles of work in your
company?
C.P.D.: I met the founding members of the company Marcos
and Ana Ortego it the performing arts school. They founded
Cal y Canto Teatro in 2002. We have made over 12 performances for these 17 years.
M. C.: We started working with kites and aerial sculptures,
because normally nobody uses the aerial space in the streets.
They do it in the circus, but not on the streets. We started
our work with recycled materials, plastics, cheaper materials.
Later we had the opportunity to perform in many different
countries. Through these years our kites got more developed – more complicated, with more materials and technology. We want to create some like something like a psychedelic
dream experience for the audience.
Interview by Lyubomir Parushev
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A WORLD TANGLED TO SUFFOCATION

JAVOR GARDEV, DIRECTOR

The production of “The Dragon” by Evgeny Schwarz that
you directed is distinguished by its speciﬁc genre of
political parable. You say that you are interested in "the
psychological and intuitive mechanisms of political action". Where do you ﬁnd its current meaning today?
In being able to show how political ideologies can easily be
reduced to the legitimate cover of the atavistic human
instinct of self-assertion through violence against others.
And in the fact that the social problems stem not so much
from the impersonal systems of government but from the
submerged and hollow nature of the people themselves,
hiding behind these systems.

03.06 Main Stage

THE DRAGON
TMPC | Drama Theater – Varna

In the show, Svila Velichkova's scenography envelops the
stage with air ducts, it features stage fountains ... What is
the signiﬁcance of this visual environment?
An allusion to a world tangled to suffocation in the grip of an
inﬁnitely long muscular reptile. I think that Svila made a big
hit with this image.
After a number of productions that you have created with
the actors of the Varna Drama Theater over the years,
what new challenges did you face in your work with this
company that you know so well?
Above all, and ﬁrst of all is the challenge of recognizing that
we are no longer the same persons, that we have changed
and we must honestly explore what we are today without
relying on our knowledge of ourselves in the past.
Interview by Rumyana Mollova

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION
I SEARCH FOR HUMANITY

MACBETTU
Compagnia Teatropersona | Sardegna Teatro - Italy

ALESSANDRO SERRA, DIRECTOR

04.06 Second Stage

Your "Macbettu" speaks authentic Sardinian dialect, but it
is as if we hear the breath of a paciﬁed mythological beast.
Do classic theater texts need a speciﬁc directorial key?
The Sardinian language is the closest to Latin, it is dry and
essential and does not simply name things which then is
what poetry is called to do. There are no frills, it is the
essential of life that is mentioned, and in doing this a sound
is generated that is acknowledged beyond its signiﬁcance.
Classics never get old; it is the language that grows old, that
is why we need to translate classical works cyclically. While
language ages, the ancient languages, often a perfect
Synthesis of Logos and Phonè, keep acting and communicating on a deeper level, beyond signiﬁcance.
As regards the classics literary or dramatic content I don't
think any interpretation is needed and even less frivolous
updatings: putting Hamlet in jeans does not change the
artistic content much less the searing actuality of the human
subject emerging in the widely known story. I would rather
say that the strength of the classics lies in their own temporal
distance. In a story set over two millennia ago Thebes
discloses the essence of the human being more than Netﬂix
succeeds with its serial entertainment.
The only handicraft activity needed to disclose archetypes
consists of removing what is ancillary and above all what has
been written according to theatrical conventions now
forsaken. What is left is the essence on which to build a new
and original scenic writing.
In your performance all roles are performed by men:
traditional for the Elizabethan theater manners. Tell us a
little more about your work with the actors.
When I meet the actors I have already gone through the text
a lot and found a connection with its deepest part, I have
already collected and created a huge number of images,
objects, costumes and sounds that will be literally delivered
to the actors in a Dionysian play of improvisation with the
material rather than with the text. Text comes after, right
halfway through the rehearsal a magic reaction is activated
between the material generated by the actors in connection

with my visions and the author's work. The image of a text
comes to light only when it coincides with the most intimate
part of the actor, otherwise it stays only within the
framework of staging and playing. To get in connection with
this deep and intimate part of the actor one cannot move
from humanity. It is something that goes beyond talent, I
search for humanity because this is what the audience
needs. During the rehearsals I am always on stage with the
actors. We go on with the training and improvisation till, at
some point, they begin to trust me, from then on the real
creative process starts, when the actor offers no resistance,
lays down his weapons and exposes himself.
But ﬁrst comes the chorus, searching for one collective
thought, for the collective mind: one single breath, with a
deeper level of communication. As Grotowski says, during
the rehearsals the signs of one's own intimacy are mutually
donated, not the biography itself, just its signs. That secret
wound stays in the innermost part of the actor and it is an
intimate experience between him and the audience. I am
there so that it comes to light and so as to protect it.
"Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player that struts and
frets his hour upon the stage. And then is heard no more; it

is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound a fury. Signifying
nothing.” – this one of the most famous quotations of
“Macbeth” by William Shakespeare. Can we all, today
users of Internet content, life consumers, manage to keep
an eye on the meaning of Shakespeare's words?
Emil Cioran claimed that Macbeth is, in his own way, as a
great thinker as Hamlet. It requires a careful reading
because there is something he says that, beyond
circumstances, is of overwhelming depth. Life is but a
walking shadow… I ﬁnd myself obsessed with one individual
whose major limitation, in my mind, makes him
paradoxically poignant, compassionate. He relentlessly
thinks about future, tomorrow and tomorrow and
tomorrow… he dramatically projects himself onwards and is
incapable of living the present and therefore goes mad for
this. He is kind of a symbol of this accelerated society, a
rushing society that is not spiritually ready to embrace
technology that will maybe make us immortal but it is
already wasting our souls. We are not ready to deal with the
ﬂowing of time; we want to own it with technologies. This
desperate failure in living the present makes me feel
Macbeth close, alive.
Interview by Rada Ezekieva
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THE TRAGIC DIMENSION OF ILLUSIONS
THE WILD DUCK
National Theater

You seem to have a lasting interest in the plays of one of
greatest modern playwrights, Henrik Ibsen. What does
this author impress you with?
There are many things that Ibsen impresses me with and
there is no other way, since he is one of the most important
authors in the history of theater. If I could single out one
thing which is the basis of my work as director, this would be
the social context in which Ibsen places his stories and
characters, and especially the translation of this context into
the present. The plays, mostly from Ibsen's middle period ,
apparently inhabit the genre of "capitalist realism", working
subversively against it, but without leaving this packaging.
Of course, the social context is sometimes just a context, but
an Ibsen family drama could not be understood without it.
Here, for me, an interesting question arises: why, when we
want to talk profoundly about the contemporary person, in
a generalizing and theatrically sustainable way, we can do it
more fully through the modern drama of the late 19th
century rather than through the contemporary playwriting?

ANYONE CAN BECOME
A REFUGEE AT A TIME

03.06 Second Stage

KRIS SHARKOV, DIRECTOR

What do you think the play has to say to the spectator of
today? What does it tell about the contemporary society?
I ﬁnd “The Wild Duck” extremely contemporary in its
conceptual dimension, however outdated is its design. In
Ibsen's realistic plays the language and some of the facts
have a predominantly design role, while the nucleus of the
text is somewhere else. That is why “The Wild Duck” is a play
that has been forgotten to an extent, since in this case the
stage adaptation is crucial for its staging. The play was
written at the dawn of the technological breakthroughs in
the 20th century, so photography is key to its contemporary
interpretation. It was namely photography that was the
driving force in the structuring of the performance and in
the rehearsal process. For the ﬁrst time the issue of the
image, the reﬂection, the simulacrum have become the
leading force in dramaturgy. We are not talking only about
the production of illusions and lies that the social system
creates. The problem of illusions in this play is also a problem
of the artist, which makes it even more existential and tragic.
Interview by Lyubomir Parushev

04.06 Puppet Theater

GERGANA DIMITROVA, DIRECTOR
The "Home for Sheep and Dreams" performance is part of
the international project Haunted Houses, which challenges the idea of a "pure nation". You, together with two
other theater companies from Athens and Istanbul, are
following the troubled history of the Balkans in the period
1912–1923. Why was it important for you to join this
project?
The invitation to participate in the project came from the
Red House Centrе for Culture and Debate and Studio Я at
the "Maxim Gorky" Theater in Berlin and it was a great honor
for us. The theme naturally continued the line from two
previous projects dedicated to migration and the refugee
crisis: "Movimento / Variations" and "Welcome to Bulgaria".
For us, this topic is very important, it is also extremely
relevant if we look at what is happening now in Bulgaria,
Europe and the world. This project allowed us to explore the
processes that accompanied the formation of national states
in the Balkans and the footprint that the historical events of
that time left on people's personal destinies for generations.
Many Bulgarians will recognize their grandparents, mothers
and fathers in the stories we tell. Many parents will see their
children who live abroad. It is important to remember that
anyone at any given time can become a refugee, lose their
home and look for a new one. And then he can count on the
help of others – the foreigners who are also people like us.

A HOME FOR
SHEEP AND DREAMS
36 monkeys
You use a lot of documentary materials related to the
researched period. How was this useful for the development of the whole performance?
The recorded personal stories of refugees from the time of
the Balkan wars are at the core of the text, written by Zdrava
Kamenova. The pictures that Nikola Nalbantov shows in his
video are also real pictures of refugees from that time and
from these places. We also use other documentary stories the biography of the famous fortune-teller Vanga, who was
born in Strumica, and as a young girl also lived in a Turkish
refugees' house, the story of the cow Penka, which illegally
crossed the Serbian border in 2018. Zdrava modeled a spiral
of four stories which meet in Vanga's dream and develop in
parallel.

MEG BADOREK-MISZCZUK,
ARTS AND CULTURE ADVISOR AND PROJECT MANAGER,
UK
I think it's absolutely precious that when a play written
almost 150 years ago is translated into modern language to
be accessible to the audiences right now. And I think it is
really important that the directors do such work in terms of
trying to use the means they have and their perspective to
actually try to transmit the history or the heritage that we
have behind us. At the same time, it is a risky business, so to
say, not to take things too far and I think in this particular
play the director Kris Sharkov knew where to stop and not to
exaggerate too much. The thing that resonated with me the
most is the topic about photography. This play was created
in times when photography was a profession that needed
knowledge, effort, time and involvement. Right now we
have a totally different approach to photography because it
is part of our day-to-day life. It was very interesting that
from the very beginning there was a link to modernity, to
something that we could refer to. I really liked that the main
character, the photographer, who struggles and wants to
develop something that would allow him to read people's
souls so they do not have to lie anymore. In the play
photography is perceived as a means to discover and to see
more. It gives another aspect to the fact that the daughter
of the main character loses sight. This is also a metaphorical
bridge between seeing things and wanting to see things аnd
not being able to see them at the same time. On the other
hand, the story begs for continuation and development
because somehow it stops at the moment that does not
really show the world we live in now and where we use
photography not to discover the truth but sometimes to
actually hide it. It is kind of totally opposite to the intention
of the story shown in the play. I left the performance with
the feeling I would love to see more.
BRIGITA SILINA,
LATVIAN CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL THEATRE INSTITUTE
I just saw the performance “The Wild Duck” and I found it
very nice and interesting mainly because of the actors. They
were all great. I was very impressed by the set design, I am
grateful that I saw it. I watched also “An Attempt at Flying”
which was also great, but in a different way; it was in a way
very Bulgarian. Although I didn't understand a word, I
managed to capture it because the story seems universal. I
think it was very good theatre.

“Home for Sheep and Dreams” was presented in Berlin
and Zurich. How was the performance received by the
different audiences?
Our whole team was very impressed that the audiences in
Germany and Switzerland responded very engagingly and
emotionally to the show. It turned out that for them the
history of the Balkans is also part of their history, the history
of Europe. The parallel with the current wave of nationalism
proved to be quite recognizable and very adequate. The
language of the performance relies on both the text and the
large visual environment and music (Pavel Terziiski), which
carry the emotion beyond the language barrier that subtitles
can not completely remove.
The big difference with the audience in Bulgaria is that at
least 30% of the spectators have relatives who are refugees
from Aegean Thrace and Aegean Macedonia. They experience these stories personally, and meeting them after the show
is always very emotional.
Interview by Siyana Nedialkova
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